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Abstract
This paper presents a .nite-state machine to compute the probability of a word appearance
when one knows the left syntactic context. We memorize the token number of words in a
dictionary and the token number of syntactic categories on .nite-state automata. We compute a
word probability with these numbers. If we have not predicted the awaited word, we take into
account the .rst letter for a new prediction, and so on. This system has been implemented on
a prototype software for disabled communication aid, called HandiAS and it is a part of the
Research project CNHL of the LI, the Computer Laboratory of the Tours University. c© 2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Motivation
This paper presents a .nite-state machine to compute the probability of a word
appearance when one knows the left syntactic context. We memorize the token number
of the words in a dictionary and the token number of the syntactic category on .nite-
state automata.
First, we de.ne our .nite-state machine, that we call a token automaton (Section 2).
Then we explain which informations we memorize in our token dictionary (Section 3).
Finally, we detail an example of word probability computation (Section 4) and we
present the system evolution: token increment, and also adding new words, new tran-
sitions or new states (Section 5).
If we have not predicted the expected word, we take into account the .rst letter for a
new prediction, and so on. This system has been implemented on a prototype software
for disabled communication aid, called HandiAS [4] (Section 6). We conclude with
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Fig. 1. Example of a sentence schema.
some computational results (Section 7). This work is a part of the Research project
CNHL of the LI, the Computer Laboratory of the Tours University [11].
2. Denitions
2.1. The token automata
A token automaton is a hybrid system, both symbolic and statistical. The symbolic
part is based on the notions of sentence schema and of acceptability, introduced by
Harris [2]. A .nite-state automaton easily represents a sentence schema [9, 12, 6]. The
statistical part is based on diDerent studies about word tokens [1, 3].
Denition 1. A token automaton (Q; L; q0; F; ; ; ) is a .nite-state machine such that:
• (Q; L; q0; F; ) is a deterministic .nite-state automaton over the alphabet L,
•  is a function: Q × L→N (transition token function),
•  is a function: F→N (.nal-state token function).
A token automaton is not a string-to-weight transducer, unlike in [10]; it cannot be
minimized; a non-terminal state may not have more than one in-transition [7].
For our system, L is a set of grammatical categories. We use three token automata
that represent respectively the sentence schema, the noun phrase schema and the verb
phrase schema.
For instance, assume that the following sentences are expected to be written:
Ex. 1 Je veux regarder la t,el,e. (I want to watch TV.)
Ex. 2 Je pr,efFere la 3. (I prefer the channel 3.)
Ex. 3 Jean souhaite ,eteindre la t,el,e. (John would like to switch oD the TV.)
Ex. 4 Un programme t,el,e serait utile. (A TV guide would be helpful.)
The token automaton of Fig. 1 makes it possible to recognize these four sentences.
It shows that we have just two possibilities to begin a sentence, by a pronoun or by a
noun phrase, and it gives their tokens: 75 and 27 (the numbers 75 and 27 have been
chosen for the purpose of the example). Of course, the full-size automaton is more
complex, with 107 states and 164 transitions [4].
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Fig. 2. Example of a noun phrase schema.
Fig. 3. Example of a verb phrase schema.
Fig. 4. A part of the verb phrase acceptability table.
The transitions labeled by NP or VP refer to the two other automata, the noun phrase
schema (Fig. 2) and the verb phrase schema (Fig. 3). In reality, the noun phrase
schema has 205 states and 289 transitions and the verb phrase schema has 34 states
and 70 transitions.
These automata are extended by new syntactic rules, as explained in Section 5.
Before building new transitions and new states, we check the acceptability of the new
syntactic phrase in an acceptability table [5, 6].
2.2. The acceptability tables
Denition 2. An acceptability table is a binary matrix M , such that M [i; j] = 1 if and
only if the term j can follow the term i in a sentence or in a phrase.
Every schema is associated with an acceptability table, which stores the allowed
sequences of two syntactic categories. For instance, Fig. 4 presents a part of the
acceptability table associated to the verb phrase schema of Fig. 3 (+ and − are
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respectively substituted to 0 and 1). This table provides the following information:
• a verb can begin or end a verb phrase and can be followed by an in.nitive verb,
an adjective or a pronoun,
• an in.nitive verb can end a verb phrase and can be followed by an adjective,
• an adjective can just end a verb phrase,
• a pronoun can end a verb phrase and can be followed by an in.nitive verb, an
adjective or an other pronoun.
3. The token dictionary
We construct our token dictionary from two studies:
(1) The Juilland’s one [3] that presents about 18 000 inMected words (5083 lemmas)
with their tokens on a large coverage of texts,
(2) The Catach’s one [1] that collects only 4000 inMected words (1620 lemmas), added
with a supervised method.
The .rst dictionary covers 92.43% of the words in a text and the second one yet covers
90.51% of the words in a text. Of course, the 10% of unknown words represent too
many errors (two by sentence on average!). So, we have to adapt our dictionary to the
users, increasing it with new words (Section 5).
With the dictionary, we compute two kinds of tokens for the user’s current word: the
token of the lemma and the token of the inMection. So, we balance the low appearance
of some inMections of current words. We decide between words with the lemma token
and we choose an inMected word with the inMection token, if the inMected word is
grammatically acceptable.
In Ex. 1, assume that we are looking for the word veux (want) whose lemma is
vouloir. The token of the lemma vouloir is the sum of the 33 tokens of the inMected
words that are in our dictionary (Fig. 5).
4. The word probability computation
We show here how to compute the probability of a current word.
4.1. Before the :rst letter
Before the user starts writing a new sentence, we are at state 0 of the sentence
schema with two tokens and a .rst computation:
(0; Pro) = 75; (0; NP) = 27;
∑
l∈L
(0; l) = 102:
We are also at state 0 of the noun phrase schema:
(0; PN ) = 78; (0; Det) = 51;
∑
l∈L
(0; l) = 129:
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Fig. 5. Extract of our token dictionary: the verb vouloir.
Fig. 6. Lemma probabilities.
Thus, we compute the following three probabilities:
P(Pro) = 75=102 ≈ 0:74; P(NP ∧ PN ) = 27=102× 78=129 ≈ 0:16;
P(NP ∧ Det) = 27=102× 51=129 ≈ 0:10:
Then, we consult the dictionary and we compute the probability of lemmas (Fig. 6).
Finally, we select .ve words with the highest probability and suggest them to the
user:
(1) il (lemma il, he),
(2) je (lemma je, I),
(3) j’ (lemma je, I, elided word),
(4) tu (lemma tu, you),
(5) le (lemma le, the, masculine singular).
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If we are writing Ex. 1, we have just to choose je. With just one action (to click on
the word je), we write three characters (j, e and space). If we are writing Ex. 4, we
have to click on the letter u and the computation goes on.
4.2. After the :rst letter
Now, we only search for words beginning by the letter u. So, we put forward a new
list of words. Two by the same way and one by consulting the sentence acceptability
table (it is given in that an adverb can begin a sentence). We cannot .nd .ve correct
propositions, so we just put forward a list of three words:
(1) un (lemma un, a, masculine singular),
(2) une (lemma un, a, feminine singular),
(3) uniquement (lemma uniquement, exclusively).
Choosing the word un, we have performed two actions (to click on the letter u and on
the word un), instead of three actions (to click on u, n and space). It is not so bad,
because this word has very few letters. We will see in Section 7 that HandiAS system
writes a word after two or three letters.
When a word is matched, the related tokens in the dictionary and in the automata
are automatically added with one. But the system evolves also adding new words and
new syntactic phrases.
5. Evolution and adaptation
Sure, the token dictionary and the token schemas are too poor to be ePcient. The
system is therefore tailored to meet speci.c vocabulary and syntax user. This is the
most important feature of HandiAS. We assume now that one wants to write Ex. 5,
where James is a new nurse’s aide whose name is not in the dictionary:
Ex. 5 Jacques, lis-moi le programme t,el,e. (James, read the TV guide for me.)
The word research exactly begins as in Ex. 4 (Section 4). After the user has clicked
on letters j and a, the system cannot propose another word and expects an unknown
one. As the syntactic categories Pro and Det are closed classes, we assume that the
new word is probably a proper noun, PN. Or, if it is not, an other syntactic category
that we .nd on the sentence acceptability table.
We therefore add the proper noun Jacques to the list of new words with an increased
token during the current session. This gives a rare word, before used in a text, the
opportunity to reappear in suggestion lists. Later, it evolves like other words of the
dictionary. At the end of the current session, the user can choose to put this word on
the dictionary and he has to stamp the hypothesis on the syntactic category.
The syntax evolves too. When we want to write the pronoun moi, the system
is on state 2 of verb phrase schema and on state 6 of sentence schema. As the
verb lire (to read) cannot be followed by an in.nitive verb or an adjective (this
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Fig. 7. Modi.cation of the verb phrase schema.
information is given by the dictionary), it computes the following probabilities of
syntactic categories:
P(End of VP phrase) = 52=102 ≈ 0:51;
P(NP ∧ PN ) = 52=102× 78=129 ≈ 0:31;
P(NP ∧ Det) = 52=102× 51=129 ≈ 0:20:
The system therefore puts on a list of proper nouns:
(1) Jean (lemma Jean, John)
(2) Marie (lemma Marie, Mary)
(3) Henri (lemma Henri, Henry)
(4) Charles (lemma Charles, Charles)
(5) Jacques (lemma Jacques, James)
If we assume there are no more proper nouns beginning by the letter m, when the user
clicks on it, the system uses the verb phrase acceptability table (Fig. 4) and puts on a
list of pronouns:
(1) moi (lemma moi, me)
(2) mien (lemma mien, mine, masculine singular)
(3) mienne (lemma mien, mine, feminine singular)
(4) meˆme (lemma meˆme; same)
When the user chooses moi, the system creates a new transition labeled Pro (Fig. 7).
6. The HandiAS interface
Today, a prototype of the HandiAS system is implemented in C++ language and
Windows NT system. We use a special mouse for hemiplegic users, Handimousse,
distributed by a software company, C’Technologies. 1 This company gives with the
Handimousse package a free version of the interface of HandiAS without suggestions,
only a virtual keyboard, and announces the market of the real HandiAS system for
next year.
1 2 place de la Monnaie, F44000 Nantes, France, www.ctechnologies.fr.
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Fig. 8. The interface of HandiAS.
Fig. 9. Pre-test results.
The interface of HandiAS is made of three windows (Fig. 8):
• A virtual keyboard.
• A screen window.
• A list of .ve suggested words.
7. Computational results
Before developing the present prototype, we have performed tests over a corpus. In
[8], we have presented the results of these tests, summarized in Fig. 9. The results are
very encouraging: we have noticed that the HandiAS system makes it possible to save
more than 43% of clicking actions.
During this testing step, we have also remarked that we are able to predict a word
after keyboarding two or three letters (Fig. 10). One can .nd the whole detail of
these pre-tests in [4]. We are going to prepare the prototype tests in real situation,
with hemiplegic users.
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Fig. 10. Number of keyboarding letters to write a word.
The computer part of the HandiAS system is independent of the language. So we
are soon working on an English version and we also intend to work on a German and
an Italian one.
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